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Abstract - Traffic surveillance using video sensors has been essential over the recent years and it is capable of obtaining wide range 
of vehicle information. However tracking overlapped vehicles still remain as a challenging task due to the involvement of high 
dimensional calculation. Conventional fixed sample size Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) will encounter tracking error if the 
sample size is insufficient and will be computationally expensive if the sample size is too large. Therefore cumulative sum (CUSUM) 
path plot is introduced to aid the difficulties in determining the sample size of MCMC. The adaptive sample size of MCMC has 
shown significant tracking accuracy especially when the vehicle is overlapped. Furthermore, implementation of observation 
likelihood by fusing colour and edge distance has further enhanced the tracking performances. Experimental result shows that 
CUSUM path plot algorithm has overcome the limitation of fixed sample size MCMC with better tracking accuracy and lesser 
computational time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The capability of video sensor in obtaining wide range 

of vehicle information has become essential nowadays and 
it is widely implemented on vehicle tracking for traffic 
flow control purposes [1]. This sensor has the capability of 
obtaining information such as vehicle’s motion, size, 
colour and different types of observable parameters which 
are applicable for vehicle tracking purposes. As a result, 
close-circuit television system (CCTV) has been 
implemented to capture the traffic flow and the traffic 
behaviour is monitored via the traffic light management 
system. Various strategies have been carried out in vehicle 
tracking system to determine the traffic trajectories for 
applications on sophisticated traffic surveillance [2]. It 
uses modelled, feature, region and active contour based 
strategies to track vehicles and has shown promising 
tracking results. However, tracking the overlapping vehicle 
still remains as a challenging issue since it requires high 
dimensional calculation and it is difficult to be solved. 
MCMC is one of the widely implemented algorithms in 
object tracking. The sampling efficiency of MCMC is 
critical in predicting the vehicle position since appropriate 
sample size is difficult to be determined. 

This paper outline consists of seven sections. Section 2 
is the literature review of various MCMC approaches in 
vehicle tracking. Section 3 describes the methodology of 
the MCMC tracking algorithm. Section 4 discusses the 
computation of CUSUM path plot in diagnosing the 
convergence of MCMC and Section 5 is the 
implementation of CUSUM path plot in MCMC to track 
the overlapped vehicle. Results and discussions are made 
at Section 6 and the last section presents the conclusion of 
this paper. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Various studies have been performed on tracking 
vehicle with MCMC particle filtering algorithm and the 
implementation results show it is capable of tracking the 
vehicle in different occluded conditions. However, the 
performances consist tracking error due to its inappropriate 
foreground-background segmentation method [3]. 
Implementation in [4] has shown that detection of 
overlapped vehicle using shape and width of predefined 
vehicle model is significant and accurate. Nevertheless, the 
algorithm will encounter confusion if the vehicle is 
occluded with another vehicle that has the same size and 
contour feature. Data Association MCMC is well known 
on its capability in tracking multiple objects using six 
moves which are birth, split, death, merge, reduce and 
extend movement [5, 6]. The tracking performance is 
accurate but the algorithm is time consuming and will have 
failure when the vehicle is overlapped for a long period. 
The research in [7] has developed MCMC tracking 
algorithm that can track overlapped vehicle from front 
view without the background segmentation and shadow 
elimination method. It uses simulated annealing to 
adaptively sample the MCMC and has successfully tracked 
the overlapped vehicle. However the developed algorithm 
can only perform tracking on vehicle that view from the 
top front which their background is the non complicated 
traffic lane. It will encounter tracking error if the vehicle is 
segmented at a complicated background especially from 
the side view where there are trees and other 
environmental obstacle that affect the tracking accuracy.  

Other than those mentioned approaches, most of the 
MCMC tracking algorithm are based on fixed sample size 
which are inefficient since MCMC tracking performance 
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are highly dependent on its sampling efficiency [5, 6, 8]. 
Small sample size will leads to tracking error due to 
insufficient information whereas large sample size 
provides better tracking accuracy with compensation of 
higher computational time. Therefore appropriate sample 
size are require to track overlapped vehicle efficiently 
where higher sample size will be developed when the 
vehicle is overlapped while smaller sample size will be 
used if the vehicle are not overlapped and easier to be 
tracked.  

In this paper, CUSUM path plot is proposed to 
adaptively sample the MCMC for tracking overlapping 
vehicle. The algorithm is capable of quantitatively 
determine the convergence rate of MCMC by computing 
the hairiness of the plot [9, 10]. Furthermore, observation 
likelihood combining both colour and edge distance enable 
the algorithm to detect and track overlapped vehicle that 
has high similarity on the shape and outlook. Fixed sample 
size MCMC with CUSUM path plot based adaptive 
MCMC are implemented to track overlapped vehicle and 
their corresponding performances are discussed and 
analyzed. 

 
III. MCMC 

 
MCMC is a Bayesian inference computation that is 

capable of solving high dimensional problem [11]. The 
algorithm estimates the vehicle state and calculates its 
prior probability )(P , proposal distribution )(Q , and 

observation likelihood )( . The new estimated state 

sample *  will be proposed based on the previous 

accepted state sample 1i
t where i  is the MCMC sample 

index and t  is the frame index. The estimated sample will 
be determined to be accepted into the MCMC based on the 
Metropolis-Hasting acceptance ratio,   as shown in (1). 
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The proposed sample is accepted with the probability 
1  or else the sample is rejected and the previous 

accepted sample will be re-generated and accepted as new 
sample in MCMC. The sample is being estimated and 
proposed until it reached the stopping criteria that have 
been set. The developed MCMC will then evaluate its 
mean value as shown in (2). The variable n  is the number 
of samples in the MCMC which is also defines as the 

MCMC sample size. i
t  is the accepted sample of the 

MCMC and the expected mean in (2) is the estimated 
vehicle state which is also indicating the tracked vehicle 
position. 
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A. Prior Probability Distribution 
Prior probability distribution calculates the probability 

of acceptance of the current estimated vehicle state sample 
based on the finalized state of previous video frame. The 

vehicle state space is  yx,  where x  and y is the 

centroid coordinates of the vehicle. Lower probability 
value will be computed if the estimated sample is far from 
the distribution range and less likely to be accepted into 
MCMC. The prior probability is shown in (3). 
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Equation (3) is a 2-dimensional Gaussian distribution 

and i
t 1  is the mean of vehicle state at the previous 

tracking frame. Gaussian distribution is used due to its 
characteristic in providing balance distribution range and is 
able to determine the vehicle state that will be estimated at 

unpredictable direction. 
2

p  is the variance of the 

distribution which will determine the range of state sample 
that can be proposed. Larger estimation range indicates 
that the variance is set to large value and smaller range 
indicates smaller variance value.  

B. Proposal Distribution 
Proposal distribution is being used to estimate the new 

state sample. It is a 2-dimensional Gaussian distribution 
and the new sample is estimated based on the previous 
accepted sample. The proposal distribution is defined in 
(4). 
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Variable 1i
t is the previous accepted vehicle state 

sample. The distribution will compute lower probability 
value if the estimated sample is apart from the previous 
accepted sample. This is necessary to prevent the 
algorithm from estimating the sample that is out of the 
desired tracking range. Metropolis-Hasting acceptance 
ratio will calculate the acceptance probability of the 
proposed sample along with the observation likelihood and 
prior probability.  If the proposed sample is accepted, it 
will be used as the reference state sample to compute 
another proposed state sample for the next iteration.  
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C. Observation Likelihood 

Observation likelihood is the measurement of similarity 
of the proposed vehicle state sample to the target vehicle 
model. Edge and color features are common parameters 
that have been widely implemented in machine vision to 
determine the outlook characteristics of objects [12]. 
Therefore the implemented likelihood is based on the edge 
distance transform and RGB color similarity [7, 13]. The 
actual vehicle model is extracted and it is used as the 
reference to calculate the observation likelihood. If the 
proposed state is near to the target vehicle then the 
similarity is higher. Higher likelihood value is produced 
and MCMC will be more probable to accept the proposed 
sample. Fig. 1 shows the color and edge vehicle model that 
have been extracted. 

RGB color histogram has been constructed to compute 
the color likelihood. The histogram is built with bin size of 

888   where the bin combination will increase the 
likelihood sensitivity. This has enabled the accurate 
comparison of colour histogram between the proposed 
sample and the model. Bhattacharyya coefficient is used as 
the indicator to determine the colour histogram similarity 
which is defined in (5). 

                   duuqupqp )()(),(                      (5) 

The bin index is indicated by u . )(uq  is the 

constructed colour histogram of vehicle model and )(up  

is histogram of the proposed vehicle state. Bhattacharyya 
distance will then be calculated using (6). 

                     ),(1 qpd                                 (6) 

Large Bhattacharyya distance value indicates that the 
proposed sample is similar to the target vehicle model and 
low distance value signifies the sample is not similar to the 
target vehicle. The computation of colour likelihood is 
defined in (7). If the proposed sample has high similarity 
or small Bhattacharyya distance value, the colour 
likelihood value will be increased and the proposed sample 
is more probable to be accepted into MCMC. 

                           1
),(1)|(
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For the calculation of edge likelihood, edge distance 
transform has been implemented. Edge distance transform 
calculates the distance of the pixels from the vehicle edge. 
Thus the distance value will be larger if the proposed 
vehicle state is further apart from the actual vehicle’s edge. 
The steps of computing the edge distance using the vehicle  

                    
        (a)                                                  (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Colour model  (b) Edge distance model 

model is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) is the extracted target 
vehicle model. The absolute difference between the 
background and vehicle model are illustrated in Fig. 2(b). 
The vehicle edge is then extracted using Sobel edge 
detection algorithm which is shown in Fig 2(c). Finally the 
edge distance transform is performed on the extracted edge 
by computing the Euclidean distance to the nearest 
neighbour edges as displayed in Fig. 2(d). The edge 
likelihood is then determined with (8) and (9). 
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From (8), the variable ),( yx  is the coordinate of the 

edge pixels of the vehicle model. T is the total number of 
edge pixels and the corresponding coordinate of edge 
distance of the proposed sample is added up to calculate 
the distance average. Edge distance likelihood is 
determined using (9) which is a Gaussian distribution 
function. Hence if the proposed sample is near to the target 
vehicle, the distance d  is small and the edge distance 
likelihood value will be increased. 

Fusion of colour  and edge distance has been 
implemented to compute the observation likelihood. The 
combinations of both parameters enable the algorithm to 
keep track on the overlapped vehicle. When vehicle is fully 
overlapped at the back of another vehicle, the algorithm 
can only track the front vehicle based on the edge distance 
likelihood. After the overlapped vehicle begins to appear, 
colour likelihood assists to keep tracking on the target  

                           
        (a)                                                       (b) 

                             
                      (c)                                                      (d) 

Figure 2. Edge Distance Transform 
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vehicle. Thus weighting between these two likelihoods is 
essential in the tracking algorithm. The defined observation 

likelihood is shown in (10) where   and   is the weight 

of colour and edge distance likelihood respectively. The 
colour and edge distance likelihood priority can be set by 
calibrating the weight to suits the overlapping situations.  

            )|()|()(   EC             (10)  

D. MCMC Tracking Algorithm 
The vehicle tracking algorithm is implemented on the 

image frame of the video data. An image is extracted from 
the video to track the target vehicle and the first vehicle 

state 1
t  will be initialized. By using the proposal 

distribution, a new vehicle position *  is proposed where 

computation on prior probability )(P  and observation 

likelihood )( are performed. If the proposed position is 

near to the target vehicle and met the computed 
Metropolis-Hasting acceptance ratio then the state will be 

accepted as a new sample i
t . However the previous 

accepted sample 1i
t will be replicated as the new sample 

in MCMC if the current proposed state did not achieve the 
acceptance ratio. The iterative sampling process will be 
repeated until the stopping criterion is met. Vehicle 
position is estimated by calculating the expected mean 
value of the MCMC using (2) and the computed position 
will then be used for prior probability calculation of the 
next tracking frame. 

Moving to the next frame, the first MCMC sample is 
initialized by randomly select one of the samples from the 
previous frame. This can ensure that the initial state are 
near to the target vehicle and will not vary too far from the 
estimated position of the previous frame. New sample will 
be proposed again and the MCMC procedure is repeated 
until the entire video frames have been processed. TABLE 
I shows the implemented algorithm which is based on 
fixed sample size. The sample size is predetermined and 
the algorithm will stop sampling and extract the vehicle 
position when the sample size limit is reached.  

The conventional MCMC tracking algorithm is lack of 
computation efficiencies as appropriate sample size are 
needed to be determined before the tracking is performed. 
Tracking with large sample size will increase 
computational time whereas setting sample size that is too 
small will cause tracking error. Thus, CUSUM path plot is 
implemented to adaptively determine the appropriate 
MCMC sample size that suits the tracking situation. The 
proposed algorithm is capable of enhancing the tracking 
performance with higher accuracy and lesser processing 
time. 

 

TABLE I.  MCMC TRACKING ALGORITHM 

MCMC Tracking Algorithm 

  1: Initial first MCMC sample 1
t at time t with   )(P  

  2:   for frame = 1 to t  

  3:   Initial first sample 1
t  at time t from 1t  

  4:   for i = 1 to n 

  5:         Estimate new state *  with proposal   distribution 

Q 

  6:         Calculate prior probability,  )( 1
i
tP   and )( *P  

  7:         Calculate observation likelihood, )( 1i
t  and 

)( *  

  8:         Compute the acceptance ratio,   

  9:            if  1  then add * i
t  

10:            else add 1 i
t

i
t   

11:           end if 
12:       end for  
13:             Calculate vehicle position ][E   

14:  end for frame 
 

IV. CUSUM PATH PLOT 
 

CUSUM path plot is capable of quantitatively determine 
the convergence rate of MCMC. The MCMC will stop 
sampling or stop proposing new samples when the 
CUSUM path plot diagnosed MCMC have been converged. 
The convergence rate is indicated by the hairiness of 
CUSUM path plot. Hairiness is the mixing rate of MCMC 
samples and it is calculated based on the maximum and 
minimum tuning point of the state samples’ Euclidean 
distance [9, 10]. MCMC is diagnosed as converged if the 
rate of occurrence of turning point increases vastly and 
reaches CUSUM stopping criteria. The CUSUM path plot 
algorithm first calculates the mean of MCMC sample until 

the latest accepted sample i
t as shown in (11). Euclidean 

distance of each accepted sample is then calculated based 
on the computed mean on every state acceptance’s 
iteration as defined in (12). 
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The hairiness of CUSUM path plot is determined by 

plotting the Euclidean distance iS .  If the plot is smooth 
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then MCMC are diagnosed as undergoing slow mixing rate 
and still require more sample to reach convergence. In 
another way, hairy plot indicates that MCMC is in fast 
mixing rate approximating to convergence [10, 14]. The 
hairiness of plot is determined by using the hairiness index, 

iD  as shown in (13). 
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The hairiness index will be added by 1 if the plot 
encounter local minimum and local maximum turning 
point. If the Euclidean distance remains constant and did 
not undergo changes then hairiness index is incremented 
by 0.5. If it is undergoing a smooth plot, then increment 
will not be performed on the hairiness index and MCMC 
will not reach convergence. The hairiness is calculated as 
shown in (14). 
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The constant k  is implemented for the calibration of 
hairiness value which enables the algorithm adaptable to 
various tracking situations and dynamic environmental 
effects. As the MCMC sample size n  grows larger, the 
law of large numbers states that the hairiness will 
approximate to normal distribution with the mean value of 
0.5. Hence MCMC can be diagnosed as converged if the 
hairiness is within the boundary as defined in (15).  
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The boundary in (15) indicates that MCMC will reach 
convergence when the computed hairiness is approximated 

to mean 2/1  with variance of  nk 4/1 .  Variable 2/Z  

is the defined confidence interval that determines the 
amount of samples required within the boundary [14]. To 
ensure most of the accepted states are accurate, MCMC is 
identified as converged when 95% of the samples are 
within the boundary. Equations (16), (17) and (18) are 
used to determine 2/Z . 
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Equation (16) calculates the confidence measure where 
95% of the MCMC samples fall within the boundary. The 
cumulative distribution of 2/Z  is computed in (17) and 

will be further evaluated as shown in (18). Equation (15) 
will then be updated by substituting (18) and the new 
boundary equation is defined in (19). 
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MCMC is diagnosed as converged when hairiness fulfils 
the boundary condition and then the algorithm will stop 
MCMC from generating new samples. The converged 
MCMC sample size is suitable for further evaluation since 
the evaluated vehicle position is more accurate compared 
to the fixed size MCMC. 

 
V. CUSUM PATH PLOT TRACKING 

 
CUSUM path plot is implemented into the conventional 

MCMC tracking algorithm to adaptively sample MCMC 
and it has the similar procedure as fixed sample size 
MCMC. To further enhance the tracking performance, 
higher-order prior probability distribution is implemented 
[15]. The proposed distribution is capable of overcoming 
the limitation of the conventional first order prior 
probability. 

Conventional MCMC encounters tracking error when 
the vehicle undergoes long overlapping situation. The 
tracking error occurs when the occluded vehicle is fully 
covered by the other vehicle. When the overlapped vehicle 
is partially appear, the prior probability is calculated based 
on the previous state 1t  where the vehicle is still fully 

occluded. The correct information is lost during the 
overlapping and the prior probability might not be 
computed based on the correct position of the occluded 
vehicle. To overcome this problem, m-th order prior 
probability distribution is introduced.  

The distribution calculates the prior probability based on 
the previous m-th frame, before the vehicle is overlapped. 
The multiple frame information will shift the prior 
probability to a more reliable and accurate position based 
on the vehicle state from the previous m-th frame. It 
enables the algorithm to track the vehicle that is 
undergoing long overlapping period. However the 
selection of the m-th order is essential for the tracking 
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performances. Selecting m-th order that are too large might 
lead to tracking error as the vehicle position might change 
a lot over multiple frames whereas smaller order might not 
be enough to overcome the information lost in the long 
period of overlapping. Hence the selection of the m-th 
order must be carried out according to the overlapping 
situation. The proposed prior probability is defined in (20) 
and (21). 
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Equation (20) is used to replace 1t  in (3) and develop 

the proposed prior probability in (21). The proposed prior 
probability will be implemented on both fixed sample size 
MCMC and CUSUM path plot MCMC and their 
performances will be compared. TABLE II is the 
algorithm of the CUSUM path plot MCMC in tracking the 
overlapped vehicle.  

 
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
The tracking of overlapped vehicle under fixed sample 

size MCMC and CUSUM path plot MCMC have been 
performed. Fixed sample size MCMC is simulated using 
30 MCMC sample size and 100 MCMC sample size and 
their performances are analyzed as compared to CUSUM 
path plot MCMC. Fig. 3 shows the tracking results of 
CUSUM path plot MCMC. The tracking accuracy of the 
algorithm is then determined by using Euclidean distance 
as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 displays the adaptive sample size 
of CUSUM path plot MCMC. The Euclidean distance in 
Fig. 4 is the difference of the tracked vehicle position to 
the actual vehicle position. The vehicle is determined as 
lost track if the Euclidean error exceeds the value of 40 
whereas error below that indicates the algorithm is still 
able to keep track on the vehicle.  

In Fig. 3, the vehicle tracked by CUSUM path plot 
MCMC is indicated by the line bracket. The dotted bracket 
and the line bracket are the tracking results of MCMC with 
100 sample size and 30 sample size respectively. Every 
MCMC based algorithms have shown good tracking 
results in Frame 1 when the tracking vehicle is free from 
occlusion. After the vehicle is started to overlap at Frame 4, 
the CUSUM algorithm is still capable of tracking the 
vehicle compared to MCMC with 30 and 100 sample size. 
Both 30 and 100 sample size consist of higher tracking 
error since the estimated position has been influenced by 
another vehicle that appears to block the target tracking 

vehicle. When the target vehicle is occluded, the RGB 
colour information of the target vehicle is blocked by the 
occluded vehicle at front and the computed value of colour 
likelihood will decreased vastly. The edge distance 
likelihood of the vehicle appears in front of the occluded 
vehicle has affect the computation of observation 
likelihood of the proposed sample and become more 
probable to be accepted near to its area. 

 
TABLE II.  CUSUM PATH PLOT MCMC TRACKING   

ALGORITHM 

CUSUM Path Plot MCMC Tracking Algorithm 

  1: Initial first MCMC sample 1
t at time t with )(P  

  2:   for frame = 1 to t  

  3:   Initial first sample 1
t  at time t from 1t  

  4:   Loop 

  5:         Estimate new state *  with proposal distribution Q     

  6:         Calculate prior probability,  )|( :1
1

mtt
i
tP 
   and 

)|( :1
*

mttP      

  7:         Calculate observation likelihood, )( 1i
t  and 

)( *  

  8:         Compute the acceptance ratio,   

  9:            if  1  then add * i
t  

10:            else add 1 i
t

i
t                    

11:           end if 

12:        Sum up current sample set 


n

i

i
t

1

  

13:        Compute   and  iS  

14                if  found local maximum or minimum point 
15:              add 1 to hairiness index 

16:               else if 3 consecutive iS  remain constant 

17:                      add ½ to hairiness index 
18:               else 
19:              add 0 to hairiness index 
20:       end if 
21:         Compute hairiness H  

22:               if H lies within 







n
k

4

1
96.1

2

1   

23:    go to end Loop 
24:               else  
25:                go to Loop 
26:               end if 
27:        end Loop 
28: Compute vehicle position ][E  

29: Record computed state t for m-th order prior    

distribution calculation. 
30:  end for frame 
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Figure 3. MCMC CUSUM path plot vehicle tracking 

Hence it can be observed in Frame 4 that fixed size 
MCMC tends to track the front blocking vehicle due to the 
decrease of colour likelihood value. Nevertheless, the 
capability of CUSUM path plot to keep tracking on the 
vehicle is due to the implementation of the third order prior 
probability distribution is shifted to a more accurate 
position according to the previous frame of the vehicle 
movement. The shifting of the distribution allows the 
proposed samples placed near to the target vehicle are 
more probable to be accepted into MCMC and therefore 
produces a better tracking position.  

The target vehicle is almost completely overlapped at 
Frame 7 and the CUSUM algorithm is still capable of 
tracking the target vehicle accurately. This is due to the 
adaptive sampling of CUSUM path plot where appropriate 
MCMC sample size has been computed for the 
computation of vehicle position. MCMC with 30 sample 
size has totally lost track on the target vehicle whereas 
MCMC with 100 sample size has shown inaccurate 
tracking result since its prior probability is poorly 
distributed. The 100 sample size MCMC is also over 
sampled where more defected samples are accepted since 
the complete overlap situation will lead to computation of 
inaccurate observation likelihood, which lack of color 
likelihood feature and affected by the edge likelihood of 
the front blocking vehicle.  

At Frame 12, the target vehicle has just completed the 
overlapping and it is tracked accurately with CUSUM path 
plot using small MCMC size since there are no 
disturbances that will affect the observation likelihood 
calculation. However the dotted tracker has shifted beyond 
the target vehicle due to the oversize of MCMC where  

    
Figure 4. Euclidean distance of vehicle position   

 
Figure 5. MCMC converged sample size 

sample that are defected have been accepted and increased 
along with the growing sample size. 

The overall tracking performance of Fig. 3 is further 
elaborated and represented with Euclidean distance in Fig. 
4. It can be seen that MCMC with 30 sample size has the 
highest tracking error. The tracking encounters failure at 
the early frame when the vehicle is overlapped at Frame 2 
and the algorithm is not able to track the vehicle since then. 
The main reason of the failure is due to the insufficient 
sample size which reduces the possibility of MCMC to 
accept better likelihood samples and will cause tracking 
error if the accepted samples are defected at the early stage. 
The 100 sample size MCMC represented by dash plot has 
shown better tracking performances compared to the 30 
sample size. However, the algorithm encounters higher 
tracking error when the vehicle is overlapped within Frame 
2 and Frame 8. The likelihood information is lost when the 
target vehicle is occluded and the poorly distributed prior 
probability has caused the tracking error. Higher sample 
size MCMC can be implemented to overcome this 
limitation but it is computationally expensive and bares the 
risk of increasing defected sample which is not desirable in 
the tracking algorithm.  

Results in Fig. 4 justify CUSUM path plot has better 
tracking accuracy compared to the 100 sample size MCMC 
with lower Euclidean error. It can be observed in Fig. 5 

(a) Frame 1 

(b) Frame 4 

(c) Frame 7 

(d) Frame 12 
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that CUSUM path plot MCMC has adapted the MCMC to 
track the vehicle according to the tracking situation. When 
the vehicle is not overlapping, CUSUM MCMC tends to 
generate lesser sample size to track the vehicle. This is 
because small sample size is sufficient enough to calculate 
the exact vehicle state and the vehicle can be tracked easily. 
More sample size is generated when the vehicle begins to 
overlap and just after the overlapping. During these critical 
situations, the accepted sample is unstable due to the 
insufficient information of the target vehicle. The 
computation of hairiness in (14) shows that the plot is not 
hairy enough due to the inconsistency of the MCMC 
samples’ mean and is not yet determined as converged 
where more sample states are required to improve the 
tracking accuracy.   

For instance, the algorithm has stop sampling at the 
sample size of 150 at Frame 9 and 11 when the vehicle is 
partially overlapped. The prior vehicle information at this 
stage is still insufficient because of the long overlapping 
period. Hence there will be a lot of accepted MCMC 
samples that are defected and not yet suitable for vehicle 
position extraction. Therefore additional sample have been 
proposed to compensate the defected MCMC states until 
the hairiness has reached within the boundary in (19). 
Experimental results show that CUSUM path plot MCMC 
consumes 31% lesser computational time than 100 sample 
size MCMC. As a result, CUSUM path plot has met a 
better trade off between accuracy and efficiency of 
tracking performance. 

 
VII. CONCLUSION 

 
The CUSUM path plot MCMC algorithm produces 

better performance in tracking the overlapping vehicle 
with lesser processing time. The proposed algorithm is 
capable of adaptively determining the sample size in 
MCMC by generating more samples when the vehicle is 
occluded and less sample size is utilized to track the 
vehicle. The ability to cope with environmental 
disturbances by adaptively alters the sample size in 
CUSUM path plot has overcome the limitation of the 
conventional fixed size MCMC. Observation likelihood 
fusing both color and edge distance likelihood has been 
introduced and the implementation of m-th order prior 
probability has further enhanced the algorithm tracking 
accuracy. Thus it can be concluded that the proposed 
CUSUM path plot MCMC algorithm is efficient in 
tracking the overlapping vehicle.  
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